Dear Prep Parents,

We will be starting 'Show and Tell' in week 2 of Term 2. This provides a great opportunity for students to develop their speaking, listening and questioning skills as well as getting to know their classmates better. Please be aware that the children are given ample opportunities in class to develop their speaking, listening and questioning skills aside from show and tell. Our focus in class time is our curriculum and due to time issues show and tell may need to be postponed some days.

Each week students are encouraged to bring to class something for 'show and tell'. Please ensure that your child brings something of interest to them. Very special or valuable items should not be brought to school. We encourage photos, things from the garden, a souvenir from a special outing or experience, or a home-made masterpiece. We ask that students refrain from bringing toys in for show and tell. We do not encourage war play at school and therefore weapons should not be brought in either. Please also be mindful to encourage your child to vary the items that they bring each week.

Thank you for your cooperation.
Bec, Emma, Alana & Sue.